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Brazil is a Latin American country known as the biggest country in 
South America and the fifth largest in the world. Brazil is also a political 
and economic leader in South America in terms of international trade. 
One of the great advantages Brazil has for energy potential comes 
from having several different climate zones. A dry, sunny climate in the 
center gives opportunity for the solar sector to be developed, and 
windy coasts, especially in the southeast, allow for great wind power 
potential. 

With high electricity prices (especially in the most developed states 
such as Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais), severe drought 
in the 5th year and decreasing cost of installations, PV and wind 
competitiveness is increasing quickly. 

One problem for solar and wind energy is that they are not stable, 
generation is quite random and uncontrollable, that brings high 
pressure for local electric infrastructure and further brings down system 
profit. That is why an energy storage system is needed.
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System configuration

Air-con cooling, lighting and fire extinguishing system 
inbuilt, IP54

ATESS PCS250 250kW hybrid inverter, Bypass 250
(switching cabinet and energy management unit)

ATESS Shinemaster, EMS control center

Solar power 160 kWp

Battery type

Capacity 

Configuration

LFP

722kWh, 0.7DOD, 500kWh usable

32*134.4V*168Ah

Features:

1. To save the time and cost for civil work, ATESS proposed containerized 
solution with inverter, battery and accessories installed in a container, with IP54 
protection level it can be applied outdoor. with air-conditioner cooling, the 
solution can handle hot weather as well as rainy climate. all pre-assembled in 
factory, installation of the container on site is extremely easy.

2. To handle long rainy days, a backup diesel generator is proposed also, which 
can provide double insurance at solar shortage during rainy season. as the 
brain of system, ATESS HPS controls the on and off operation of diesel 
generator according to system logic and battery status.

System Working Mode

1) When solar and wind is 
sufficient, solar+wind power > 
load power, the solar power 
supply to the load, and the 
remaining energy charges the 
battery

3) When solar and wind is not 
available, the battery supplies 
power to the load separately 
until the battery discharges to 
the preset SOC value

4) When grid fails, bypass 
cabinet disconnect grid and 
system works off-grid

System Turnout

The system has been commissioned successfully and in operation 
since April 2019, by adding the battery storage system, the overall 
renewable energy self-consumption rate is estimated to increase to 
more than 90%, compare to original 65% field data, significantly 
improve system profit. Customer is very much satisfied with the system 
and gives high appraisal. 

The system is consisting of multiple energy sources, in peak solar 
radiation,  there is abundant energy that cannot be consumed, to 
maximize renewable energy consumption, a battery storage system is 
proposed which consist of battery inverter, battery pack, container, and 
also switching cabinet. The system on the other hand can provide 
backup power supply for local loads by switching loads and battery to 
off-grid mode.
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2. To handle whole system working logic, an EMS control center is equipped, 
this control center can communicate with every unit in the system including 
PCS, PV inverter, wind controller and also bypass cabinet to optimize self 
consumption rate and make the highest profit out of the system.

2) As the solar and wind 
power decrease, solar+wind 
<load capacity, the solar+wind 
will be used as first priority, 
and the battery serves as the 
supplementary energy while 
providing the load power

Location Capacity Inverter Model Date of Operation

Royal Thai Airforce Storage Project

Thailand 1.9MW / 2.7MWh PCS100、CP100 2016/4

Location Capacity Inverter Model Date of Operation

ACME India Factory Storage System

India 500kW / 270kWh PCS500 2017/1

Location Capacity Inverter Model

Argentina Solar Hybrid Plant

Argentina 100kW / 200kWh HPS100 2016/12

Date of Operation

Enviroearth Hybrid Plant

Location Capacity Inverter Model

Sierra Leone 120kW / 300kWh HPS120

Date of Operation

2016/7

ATESS, as a professional ESS solution provider with installation worldwide 
since 2013, is keen on providing our global customer excellent product, 
comprehensive services, and flexible customized solutions. 
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